
Student Voice and Self-Directed Learning in the Makerspace 

Student Perspective 

 

TEXT ON SCREEN:  What does technology-enabled learning look like? 

 

EDUCATOR: Could you introduce yourselves please? 

 

GABBY [student at the right]: Hi, I’m GABBY… 

 

CHLOE [student in the middle]: I’m CHLOE, 

 

ALYSSA [on the left]:...and I’m ALYSSA and we are all Grade 8 members of Arthur 

Public School 

 

EDUCATPR: Could you describe the Makerspace learning activity? 

 

GABBY: Well, we come from our Daily 5 rotations in our language classroom to the 

library and we pick an activity from the Makerspace menu.  

 

ALYSSA: And once we choose something from the Makerspace menu we use the 

resources and technology around the library to help us learn more about it.  

 

EDUCATOR: And what was the goal of this learning activity? 

 

CHLOE: The goal of this activity was to work on our independence skills, our problem 

solving skills, and our collaboration skills -- depending on which activity we chose to do.  

 

GABBY: Also we got a chance to practice our communication skills. Since we had to 

work in groups sometimes -- so listening and talking to each other and figuring stuff out 

within a group.  

 

EDUCATOR: Ladies, how was this learning activity similar or different from those you've 

done before? 

 

CHLOE:  This activity was similar because we’ve come to the library to learn before 

and we do use lots of technology In our classes.  

 

ALYSSA: And it’s different because there is no set lesson and we get to choose what 

we do and we get to learn it separately, without the other students. 

 



EDUCATOR: Great. Did this learning activity connect with your learning interests? 

 

CHLOE:  Yes, I think it did because we got to choose what we were interested in.  

 

ALYSSA: And it wasn't just what the teachers thought we were interested in. 

 

GABBY: Also like if we decided to do something that we thought we’d be interested in 

and we didn't end up liking it we could always switch to something else.  

 

EDUCATOR: Were there any challenges that you face during this experience and how 

did you manage to overcome them? 

 

CHLOE:  I think at the start it was a challenge to actually choose what we were 

going to do as an activity but if we didn't like it Is GABBY said before we could just go to 

a different one that we thought would work. 

 

ALYSSA: And also the learning log was tough because you had to pick out all the 

different skills to show our homeroom teacher that we were learning when we were in 

the library at Makerspace. And help us pick out the skills, we could take we took 

pictures so that we could look back at what we did. 

 

EDUCATOR: Can you talk about any successes you’ve had? 

 

GABBY: One time, we did a stopmotion video and it a lot of tries so we had to kind of 

move things around and YouTube helped a lot because we saw examples and videos 

on how to do it.  And then it was like a lot of trial and error, just like looking to fix things.  

 

CHLOE:  And also we used a lot of our patience because it obviously took a long 

time to get it finished but it was worth it at the end. 

 

EDUCATOR: So you didn't get it right the first try? 

 

All: No. [laugh] 

 

EDUCATOR: Close? [more laughing] It took a few! 

 

EDUCATOR: And ladies, how might you use this learning in the future? 

 

ALYSSA: Well, in the future, we’re not going to have somebody by our side to teach us 

everything so I think it's good that we can teach ourselves. 



 

CHLOE:  And also in the future if we’re in group work we can have that practice to 

listen to everybody's ideas and see where they are going to go with it. 

 

EDUCATOR: How did you use technology in this learning activity? 

 

ALYSSA: Sometimes we used YouTube tutorials to look at how to make something or 

how to do something or even for an inspiration. 

 

CHLOE:  And for some of the activities we needed technology to do them -- so for 

like Scratch, Dash and Dot, and the Green Screen, we all need technology for them. 

 

GABBY: Also, we kept digital learning logs so that we could embed photos and videos 

and we all have a Cloud account so it’s pretty easy to do on there. 

 

EDUCATOR: Is it important to you to be able to use technology to learn and if so why? 

 

GABBY: I think it’s important because with the trial and error aspect of it, if you didn’t 

have technology you might have to like - you would have to restart the whole thing 

instead of being able to just cut a little part out.  So with technology you are able to like 

not have to redo the whole thing but it will get done faster because you can just cut little 

parts and fix it every time. 

 

CHLOE:  And technology is also really important because you don’t always have to 

go back to the EDUCATOR for help.  And you can get the help when you need it if you 

have technology.  
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